Possible Production Variations
Single or dual flap model
Standard 10" tunnel or Optional 16" Tunnel (Trim-to-Fit)
10 standard sizes
10 powder coated color options
Security panel available in White or Black
top load, left side load or right side loaded security Panel
Custom size doors made to customer measurements

Corner Reinforcements
High strength rolled aluminum corner
brackets secured with stainless steel set
screws. Also has internal aluminum key
insert held with industrial strength epoxy

Heavy Duty Lock Bolt Pin
Features a 1/4 turn lock out, springloaded bolt pin that allows for easy one
handed operation. Machine finished to
match designer security panel handle

Folding Panel Handle
Designer folding security panel handle,
machined to match the Heavy Duty Lock
Bolt Pin. Provides for easy control of
panel when inserting or removing from the
pet door. Folds down to minimize profile
Note: Panel slides from top - down in this
image. Doors can also be made to have
panel slide in from either left or right side

Weatherized Vinyl Flexible Flaps
Nylon reinforced, low temperature flexible
vinyl PVC. UV protected and treated so
that flap will not shrink or yellow. Will
remain flexible in cold weather. Flaps are
self extinguishing when exposed to flame

Heavy Duty Frame
MaxSeal features the strongest frame in
the pet door industry. Constructed of
6063-T6 high strength extruded aluminum
00.70"- 0.090" thick.
Offered in 10 powder coated finishes

Solid Trim-to-Fit Aluminum Wall
Tunnel
The MaxSeal Wall mount comes
standard with a 10" trim-to-fit tunnel for
any wall thickness from 2-10". There is
also an optional 16" trim-to-fit tunnel for
wall thicknesses up to 16". Easy to trim
with standard pair of tin snips, allows for a
custom fit to your wall

1/2" Insulated Security Locking Panel
Features the strongest, most secure locking security
panel of any pet door made. Provides for added
insulating protection due to the composite nature of
materials. Constructed of corrugated high density
Poly Ethylene (HDPE), adhered between 2 sheets of
#27 gage aluminum. This core composite is then
riveted between 2 sheets of rugged ABS creating a
rigid, rugged insulated panel.

Weather Seal Brushes
Heavy duty, dense brush weather seal
lines the flap perimeter to eliminate drafts
and air leakage

Stainless Steel Strikes / Magnets
Stainless strike plates are riveted to the
flap for durability and maintained proper
placement to magnet surface. Each Strike
plate aligns with an 1 1/2" long Alnico
magnet embedded into the frame to
create a positive flap seal. (The number
of magnets per flap will depend on the
size of pet door selected)

Carpeted Tunnel
Indoor/Outdoor carpeting is included
with purchase so that you can line the
sides and bottom of the tunnel once the
door is installed. (Note: adhesive not
included, recommend using silicone)

